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Prime Minister Abe Shinzo’s and the LDP refer to their radical monetary stimulus policy, 

fiscal spending policy, and structural reform policyぉ“Abenomics.”Abenomics,characterized by 

b“three-arrows，”appears to be a purely economic stimulus strategy. Howeve巳sincea strong 

economy requires a s甘ongeducation system, education reform is also a part of the policy. As one 

may expect, the education reforms旬rgetmath and science education, but they also call for English 

education reform, which surprised many people both in Japan and abroad.“Three創TOWS”also

describe the English education reforms: 1) incre脱出eavailable opportunities for stude附 toearn 

an International Baccalaureate Diploma (International Baccalaureate 2013) make the Test of 

English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) a mandatory requirement in high schools (Yoshida, 2013), 

universities, and for gaining government employment, and 3) double the number of JET Programme 

Assistant Language Teachers (ALTs) (Mie, 2013b).1 Both the International Baccalaureate 

Organization (IB) (The International Baccalaureate, 2013) and Japan Todの（JapanTodの， 2013)

repo此.edthat MEXT would be collaborating with 1B to have a “significant number" of newly 

authorized 1B World Schools operating by 2015吋oaddress the growing need for English skills in a 

more globalized world." The second reform mandating TOEFL scores appe釘 edin articles by 

Kazu紘iNagata, who reported “the government is considering requiring candidates to take the 

TOEFL test from fiscal 2015”(Nag剖a,2013) and by Ayako Mie, who reported 吋heLDPplan 

would mandate that people reach or exceed a threshold in scores on the TOEFL to gain college 

1 In this paper “ALT(s）”（Assistant Language Teachers) means JET Programme participant(s). The term ALT 
has been adopted by private, for-profit companies operating ou包ide出ejurisdiction of MEXT, CLAIR, and 
local boards of education. The term is not o缶ciallylimited to JET Programme p訂ticipan匂．
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admission and graduation”（Mie, 2013a), both合omThe Japan Times. Thirdly, 1古eJapan Times 

reported that Abenomics would double the number of ALTs合om2012’s total of 4,360 to 10,000 

within IO years (Mie, 2013b ). Other reports had the阻rgetset for as early as 2016. In spring of 2013, 

bo白theCouncil of Local Authorities for International Relations (CLAIR) and MEXTcorroborated 

these reports via their respective websites, but by fall 2013 these陀po巾 seemedto have been 

scrubbed企omboth their web pages. 

Approximately nine months have pぉsedsince the press releases and neither CLAIR nor 

MEXT have rele鎚 edmuch new information reg釘dingtheir plans. At the time of the press releases, 

the plan to double the number of ALTs甘iggereda slew of reactions by people all over the internet, 

especially in the commen臼sectionsof online news articles, blogs, and official JET 

Programme/ALT web forums. Countless detractors commented online wi出nothingbut contempt 

for the program, claiming白紙itwぉ awぉteof time and money. Many of the fiercest critics 

claimed to be JET alumni. But for everyぉpersion出e陀 Wぉ alsoan accolad←-both ex-and current 

ALTs offered personal stories to suppo此theprogram’s value to English education in Japan. These 

fierce exchanges lambasting and lauding血eprogram prompted the question: after nearly thirty 

years, what is the progr；創ndoing wrong to elicit such negative response to its potential expansion? 

Therefore, this research se匂outto identi命倫JETProgramme’s shortcomings and to prescribe 

some potential adjustments. Many of the negative commen包 onlineand comments白紙Icollected 

in interviews wi白ALTs,identified白eprogr創n’sflawsぉ poorteam-teaching practice, lack of 

communication between ALTs and their partner-teachers, and being unp閃paredfor the classroom. 

Thus it is these poin臼thatI set out to examine. 

The JET Programme is a rather unorthodox education program because ALTs訂eneither 

required to speak Japanese nor have any education training or teaching background. Despite the 

best intentions of the progr加n’seducation-based mission s旬.tement,this combination does not 
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always lead to results白紙benefitstudents' education. While I would訂guethat ALTs should not be 

speaking ( or practicing) Japanese at school with their students and co-workers (the ALTs are there 

so that the JTEs’2lan思1ageability may improve as much邸 fortheir students' language ability), I 

do argue that basic teaching practices m凶 tbe presented to ALTs on a regular basis for the sake of 

professional development and better comprehensive English language education. 

Charlotte Danielson’s合ameworkfor teaching (Danielson, 1996) outlines four domains th剖

enrich both the educator’s teaching experience and the student’s learning experience. The 

conclusion of this research sugges臼thatincorporating this framework for teaching responsibility 

into ALT甘ainingboth at the local and prefectural levels is a cost e百ectiveand practical solution to 

fundamental problems in the program. The fo町 domainsare: Planning & Preparation (Domain I), 

the Classroom Environment (Domain 2), Ins甘uction(Domain 3), and Professional Responsibilities 

(Domain 4). Each of the four domains has multiple componen包 thatadd dimension and detail to 

each one’s scope. Figure I hsts these domains and the co汀espondingcomponen臼．

Figure 1 The Four Domains of Teaching Res pons必ilityand Their Components and Their Components 

Domain 1: Planning and P陀 paration Domain 3: Instruction 
la: Demons回 .tingKnowledge of Content and 3a: Communicating with Students 

Pedagogy 3b: Using Questioning and Discussion Techniques 
I b: Demonstrating Knowledge of Students 3c: Engaging Students in Learning 
I c: Setting Instructional Outcomes 3d: Using Assessment in Instruction 
I d:Demonstrating Knowledge of Resources 3e: Demonstrating Flexibility and Responsiveness 
I e: Designing Coherent Instructions 
If: Designing Student Assessments 

Domain 2: The Classroom Environment Domain 4: Professional Responsibilities 
2a: Creating an Environment of Respect and 4a: Reflecting on Teaching 

Rapport 4b: Maintaining Accurate Records 
2b: Establishing a Culture for Leaming 4c: Communicating with Families 
2c: Managing Classroom Procedures 4d: Participating in a Professional Community 
2d: Managing Student Behavior 4e: Growing and Developing Pro色ssionally
2e: Organizing Physical Space 4f: Showing Professionalism 

2. Participants and Procedures 

During summer 2013 I interviewed seven Hokkaido AL Ts who were currently serving on 

2 The regular teachers with whom ALTs are partnered訂ereferred to as Japanese Teachers of English (JTE). 
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the program. I referred to a list of prepared questions when necess釘y,but followed a typical semi-

structured interview style recommended by scholars suchぉ Zol伽 Domyeiand Ema Ushioda 

(2001）.百1eprepared questions covered general demographic details (number of schools to which the 

ALT is assigned, which school-levels do they teach, etc.) as wellぉ onaspec也ofthe仕組neworksuch

ぉ lesson-plandes切1,deciding ins加 ctionalgoals, evaluating lessons, etc. The interviews lasted for 

approximately thirty minutes伺 ch.

Next I designed a survey consisting of twenty-seven items. Four of the items collected 

demographic da民 threeitems on白eALT’sfonnal education training, eight que坑ionson the ALT’s 

teaching situation (number of schools, number of classes per daぁetcみ釦dfinally eleven, 6・point

Likert scale items. Four of the Likert scale items gauged白eparticipant’s feelings towards pre-lesson 

t伺 .cherpractices；出向eof the items gauged feelings towards post-lesson陶 cherpractices; and，出e

last fo町 d切 Itwith miscellaneous items such as how the participants feel they釘eutilizedぉ ALTs.

百1esurvey wぉ designed凶 ingSurvey Monkey (surveymonkey.com) and di狩 ibu凶 online.I utili:zed 

networks suchぉ theNational Association for Japan Exchange and Teaching (National AJET）ぉwell

ぉ theHokkaido and Akita local AJET branch岱.Fifty-two ALTs currently serving on白eJET

Progrヨmmecompleted the survey. The survey was anonymous, but many participan包 offered白eir

names and e-mail addresses in白eevent that I wanted to follow up wt自由em.59.6% of the 

participan飴 were合omHokkaido (n=31), 25% were仕omAkita (n=13) and出eremainder were from 

prefectures suchぉAomori,Iwate, Tochigi, and Niigata.百1emajority of the p釘ticipan包 were1st year 

ALTs (34.6%, n=18), had no formal background in education (61.5%, n=32), and had no formal 

teaching experience prior to becoming an ALT. Keeping in mind白erequiremen臼tobecome an ALT, 

this information is not too remarkable, bほisproof that indeed, participan包donot have formal 

education－甘aining.
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3. Resul包＆ Discussion 

3. I Planning & Preparation 

Regional and national standards dictate what material teachers must cover in a given year. 

Regional education authorities then compare standardized旬stresults locally & nationally to 

determine an individual school’s performance. Therefore, Domain I : Planning and Prep訂ationis 

critical for teachers，ぉ itis the time when teachers must transform the curriculum so that it is 

accessible to their students (Danielson, 1996, p. 43). Not only is this time important for JTEs to 

organize the curriculum to make it comprehensible to the students, but ALTs need this time to 

familiarize themselves with the curriculum’s broader picture-ーnotjustthe lesson to which they are 

con甘ibuting.Also, the ALT may not immediately recognize why the required material is ordered 

and presented to students the way it is, so time spent planning and preparing is essential for the 

ALT’s白miliarityand understanding of the with the curriculum’s broader picture. 

Items 17 through 20 of the survey focus on Component I c: Setting Instructional Outcomes. 

Domain l’s six-components (Figure I）釘eeach eq凶 llyimportant teaching successfully, but this 

component is directly relevant to the team teaching situation in which ALTs and JTEs find 

themselves. Also if an ALT is at school for only a limited amount of time, achieving proficiency in 

this component may prove critical for planning lessons “on出efly.＇’ 

Item 17，“Meeting with the head teacher/JTE before class to discuss & plan leads to better 

lessons，＇’（Figure 2) received a 5.02 rating average. However Item 18，“Before class, I am likely to 

meet with my head teacher to plan/prepare for class，”had a 3.86 rating average. The difference may 

only be subtle but it does seem to indicate that ALTs are perhaps not confident that meeting with 

their JTEs prior to the lesson is part of their daily teaching routine, which is what educational 

research professionals recommend it should be. Having time scheduled to meet with the JTE befo問

the lesson should be mandatory. During this time, ALTs and JTEs can practice the activities they 
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have planned, prep釘eany multimedia they may need for the day, or make corrections to handouts 

toge出er.

Figu問 2Pre・lessonpr＜.げを'Ssionalteaching practices 

Disagree Very Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree Very Rating 
Strongly Strongly Strongly Strongly Average 

Item 17. Meeting with the head teacher/JTE before class to discuss & plan leads to better lessons. 
0 0 3 13 14 20 S.02 

Item 18. Before class, I am likely to m切 twi由myhead t伺 .cherto plan/prepare for class. 
5 2 8 23 4 8 3.86 

Item 19. In order for由e託uden匂tobene自tthe most合omclass, it is important for me to meet with the 
head teacher to plan/prepare for cl邸 s.

0 2 4 17 9 18 4. 74 
Item 20. For one-shot (multiple-school) ALTs, it is preferable to meet with the head teacher or JTE 

during Homeroom and/or 1st period to plan for clぉS白．

0 8 12 14 15 4.66 

At the end of the survey, some participants freely o自eredanon戸nouscommen包 relatedto 

the items on the survey. With regards to the Planning and Preparation domain (I旬ms17-20), ALTs 

commented: 

Comment E：“Ideally由eALT would never beぉsゆ1edto a first period class，回peciallyif出ey

回 velaround a lot. Fi路tperiod is often n民 essaryfor se・抗ingup出eday’s activiti鎚．”

Comment 2：“Sometim偲 Iam not sure of what I should prep訂・e,and am often surprised just 

before出elesson.” 

Comment 3：“The plan for class is usually broken down [ explained] on the walk to白eclassroom.” 

Comment 4：“If JTEs would take the time to discuss plans wi出ALTsbefore (not right before) 

classes then, I think, lessons will be better." 

Judging by the results of these items and by the comments voluntarily o宵eredby由erese訂ch

p訂ticipanお，ALTsand JTEs do not appe訂 tobe diligently carrying out the professional teacher 

practice of Planning & Preparing. If more ALTs釘eadded to the school system and English classes 

訂 emade mandatory starting in 3rc1 grade of elementary school，ぉ perAbenomics’education policy, 

it will only exacerbate these weak teaching practices. Having fixed time for ALTs and JTEs to meet 

before class to discuss the curriculum and the material can be introduced to students should be a 
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standard practice. Certainly Japanese professionals in any other discipline (for example engineering, 

medicine, and the like) are afforded planning and preparation time, so this should not be a forei伊

concept to CLAIR, MEXT, and the local boards of education. Furthermore, given the comments, it 

would appe訂おthoughit would be an eぉypractice to enforce. 

3.2 Professional Responsibilities 

Domain 4, Professional Responsibilities, consists of six componen臼（FigureI). Due to the 

auspices of the JET Progr：創nme釦 doftheALTs’own limitations, a couple of them may not be 

directly relevant to the ALT scenario. For example, 4c: Communicating with Families is most likely 

out of the question given that ALTs do not generally speak Japanese with enough proficiency. 

Component 4a: Reflecting on Teaching, on the other hand, is perfectly suited to the ALT job 

description. This component emphasizes the necessity for teachers and ALTs to think critically 

about their lessons in order to improve their teaching methods, classroom management, and pre-

lesson planning. Items 21・23(Figure 3) pertain to Component 4a. 

Figure 3 Post-lesson professional teaching practices 

Disagree Very 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Strongly 

Disagree Agree Agree 
Strongly 

Agree Very 
Strongly 

Rating 
Average 

Item 21. Meeting with the head teacher/JIB after class to evaluate & provide feedback leads to better釦加re
lessons. 

0 0 5 18 15 9 4.60 
Item 22. After class, I am likely to meet with my head teacher/JTE to evaluate the class and discuss how it 

went. 
6 10. 9 19 4 0 3.10 

Item 23.羽田reshould be a set time ( e.g. during last period, after last period), to meet with the head 
teacher/JTE to evaluate & provide feedback on lessons. 

I O 7 21 6 13 4.46 

Item 21，“Meeting with the head teacher/JTE a食erclass to evaluate & provide feedback 

leads to better future lessons" received a 4.60 average rating (Figure 3). However, Item 22，“After 

class, I am likely to meet with my head teacher/JTE to evaluate the class and discuss how it went,” 
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received a 3.10. This average rating discrepancy between the two items appears to indicate that 

what ALTs consider would “lead to be抗erfuture lessons" is not happening consistently. 

Again, ALTs volunteered commen包 directlyaddressing this professional responsibility 

described by Component 4a: 

Comment 5：“Speak to me. allow me to plan/prepare/be involved in the lesson, discuss the 
class afterwards, don’t use me as a CD player, but actually team-teach！” 

Comment 6：“As for meeting after class for feedback: I was stationed at the BOE, and 
only went to the schools as scheduled. It is often very difficult to meet with teachers 
after class, either because I wasn’t at that school all day, or [I] had to leave to go to 
another school. If this is a point that needs to be stressed, it should also be 
communicated to the JTE as wel I. I honestly don’t remember talking about classes after 
the fact unless the students were particularly unresponsive or despondent.” 

These comments show that ALTs desire to have a more active and professional teaching role. 

Considering白紙havingteaching experience ( or even wanting to be an educator) is not a 

prerequisite for hire, the very fact白紙thereare ALTs who feel strongly about working to improve 

studen包’ learningexperience is a great compliment to JET Programme participants. However if the 

plan to double the number of ALTs白剖Wお originallyincluded in Abenomics’education reform is 

to be implemented at all-it would only double the unsatisfactory teaching practices for which the 

program allows. Allocating time after the ALT’s last class for血eJTE and ALT to meet does not 

cost anything per se, only time-ーvaluabletime白紙切nbe viewedぉ aninvestment for白ebenefit 

of future success. 

The results gleaned合omthese items beg the que託ions:why aren t ALTs expected to 

assume a more professional・educatorcapacity? Judging by these results, no ma抗erhow limited in 

scope they may be, ALTs clearly value English education and proおssionalpractice. Perhaps thirty 

years ago, when the JET Programme began, this ambitious program’s白t町ewぉ uncertain.It seems 

ぉ 出oughCLAIR and MEXT set出es旬ndardsfor hire (no Japanese language ability, no for・mal

education甘aining,and no formal teaching experienc←--0叫ya bachelor level degree from an 
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accredited school) to the bare minimum. After thirty years however, the ALT demographic hぉ

changed. Not only由民butEnglish language education is not even remotely close to what it wぉ

thirty years ago. It is about time the demands on ALTs for professional educational practice change, 

too. Doubling the number of ALTs without addressing this basic issue will surely continue the 

program’s boondoggles, rather than contribute to the program’s boon. 

4. Conclusion 

As a part of the broader Abenomics policies announced in early 2013, Prime Minister Abe’s 

three-arrows policy for English education consisted of 1) an increase in the available opportunities 

for Japanese students to ear百 m1B Diploma, 2) to make TOEFL a mandatory requirement in high 

schools, universities, and for gaining government employment, and 3) to double the number of JET 

Programme ALTs. Of these three, the administration’s intention to double the number of ALTs 

received a substantial amount of negative English-media coverage and drew by伽 themost 

criticism online by both ex-and current ALTs. Although these education policies seem to have been 

de-prioritized by the administration as of fall 2013, initial adverse responses to the possibility of 

expanding the JET Programme prompted my initial questions of“what do ALTs feel the drawbacks 

of the program釘 e？”and“howcan these drawbacks be addressed in a manner that is professionally 

acceptable and co坑efficient？”

In answer to the first question, it appears as though there are two possible explanations. One 

is血atover time the expectation has been established出atALTs釘eresponsible for actually teaching 

English language to students, despite the program’s mission of simply providing cultural exchange 

and teaching of said culture. ALTs訂egenerally more than eager toぉsumethis professional role of 

educator. Because the m場orityof ALTs lack education training and experience prior to becoming an 

ALT, they do not know where to begin to assume this role. 
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In response to the second question, ALTs創志alreadyrequired to attend regul釘 conferences

and workshops throughout the ye釘－varyingfrom one a ye釘 totwo or three, depending on白e

prefecture. These conferences offer ALTs some suppoはwithdesigning specific lessons, but the 

conference topics tend to be more broad, covering life in Japan, dealing with culture exhaustion, 

釦 daddressing the decision to re・con甘actor not. Since the ALTs釘ealready required to attend these 

conferences, using themぉ atime to focus on professional responsibilities as outlined by Charlotte 

Danielson’s合ameworkfor teaching would not add to出eexpense of the pro gr卸n.And, since these 

professional 陀sponsibilitiesare甘ansferableacross all professions, they may appeal to more 

ALTs-specificallメtoALTswho釘enot particularly interested in foreign language teaching ( a 

topic that these conferences does tend to showcase). 

From my own training in educational practices and by my experience鎚 aprofessional 

educator in America, I W鎚 alreadya little biぉtow訂dsfocusing on pre・lessonand post-lesson 

teacher practices. Howeve巳in出efu制reI would like to form a S町veygauging ALTs’perspectives 

on all twenty-five componen臼ofthe framework. The results of白紙surveywould reveal which of 

the componen包（anddomains) ALTs find most directly relevant to their situations. Then based on 

those results, I will design a professional development workshop that will be offered to ALTs. A 

second approach would be to design a Japanese version geared towards JTEs. Results合omsuch a 

survey would be very valuable and could possibly help open the lines of communication between 

ALTs and JTEs一白eresults of which would no doubt have positive e日ectsin the clぉsroom.
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